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Keeping this in mind, what would you say is the Why behind your work?

It’s easy to think that the most important facet of selling our products or services is our 

product or service itself. However, your clients are ultimately attracted to the Why, the 

heart, behind your work. People don’t buy what you do, instead they buy why you do it.
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YOUR WHY
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What overall mission does your brand seek to accomplish?

In your own words, how is your brand moving forward to achieve your why?

Next up, let’s craft your mission statement.

                                        (Your brand)                                        
 is 

                                        (detail)                                        
.  

I/we 
                                        (what you do)                                        

 for 
                             (your ideal client)                              

  

by 
                                        (value)                                        

 and 
                                        (value)                                        

.
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YOUR MISSION
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My ideal client’s name is 
                                       (value)                                      

and is 
            (value)           

years old.  

Their friends and family describes them as 
                                                 (adjective)                                                   

.

Some of their favourite things include:

1.

2.

3.

Their biggest struggle right now is

and 
                         (your brand)                        

can solve their problem by

                                                                                                                                                         .

Describe your ideal client. 

Think of the kind of client who enables you to create your best work, the one who 

just gets what your brand stands for and resonates with it.

YOUR IDEAL CLIENT
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Your brand’s message is a combination of who you serve, what value you offer, and how 

you can demonstrate value through tangible proof.

Consistently weaving this messaging throughout your copy online and through in-person 

conversations increases your ability to create trust and have your ideal clients to resonate 

with your brand. Choose words that your ideal client identifies with and make sure you are 

in alignment with the why and your mission.

Using the following formula, write out your own brand message statement to guide your 

marketing and copy in the future:

Implement this today:

         Add this messaging statement to your homepage

          Use the messaging statement as a Instagram Caption.  

Tag @larchandlake to show me!
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YOUR BRAND MESSAGING

                                        (Your brand)                                        
 offers

                   (what you do and how it’s different)                                        
 

for
                                                                                  (who you serve)

                          . 

I/we do this through a unique approach of 
                         (reasons why your clients should trust you)                                        

  

                     .
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